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bstract

Convection due to electric and gravity forces increase complexity in thin layer electrochemistry (ECD). We describe conditions in a vertical cell
ith the cathode above the anode in which global convection is eliminated and a dense branched morphology with a smooth front is obtained. It

s shown that these conditions allow a theoretical one dimensional modeling notably simplifying the complex analysis of the problem. We report
xperimental measurements under constant current conditions showing that the deposit, cathodic and proton fronts scale linearly with time, a
ignature of migration controlled regime. We discuss a theoretical ECD model under galvanostatic conditions with a three ion electrolyte and a

rowth model, consisting in the one dimensional Nernst–Planck equations for ion transport, the Poisson equation for the electric field and a growth
aw whose front velocity equals the anion mobility times the local electric field. The model predicts cation, anion and proton concentration profiles,
lectric field variations and deposit growth speed, that are in good agreement with experiments; the predicted evolution and collision of the deposit
nd proton fronts reveal a time scaling close to those observed in experiments.

2007 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.
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. Introduction

The electrolytic cell in a thin layer cell electrodeposition
ECD) experiment, consists of a metal salt electrolyte and two
arallel electrodes sandwiched within two glass plates. Fig. 1
hows such a cell in the experimental arrangement used in this
ork. A voltage difference applied between electrodes produces,
nder appropriate conditions, a ramified deposit by reduction of

he metal ions. Cell geometry, its orientation relative to gravity,
lectrolyte concentration, cell current and other parameters, give
ise to a great variety of deposit morphologies such as fractal,
ensely branched or dendritic. ECD is a paradigmatic model
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or the study of growth pattern formation, that is, the unstable
rowth of interfaces [1–37].

During dendrite growth, a complex ion transport process
akes place, mainly governed by diffusion, migration and con-
ection. Convection, in turn, is driven by coulombic forces
ue to local electric charges and by buoyancy forces due to
oncentration gradients that lead to density gradients. Indeed,
onvection increases complexity in thin layer electrochemistry.
onvection can be reduced by diminishing cell thickness [24],
arrying experiments in a cell with different orientations relative
o gravity [23–26], increasing electrolyte viscosity [33] or under

icrogravity conditions [35].
In particular, in [28] were conducted ECD experiments with

cell in a vertical position. The authors found that, when the
athode (and low density fluid) is above the anode (and high

ensity fluid), the invasion of the cell by the gravity induced
olls can be avoided while electroconvection remains. When
endrites are present, horizontal concentration gradients drive
onvection near the growing tips, a competition emerges in

mailto:marshalg@mail.retina.ar
dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.electacta.2007.02.069
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Fig. 1. Experimental setup with the cell in a vertical position with cathode as
the upper electrode and anode as the lower electrode. S is a light point source.
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1 and L2 are lenses. K is a knife employed for the Schlieren technique. CCD
s a video camera. The coordinate system and gravity direction are shown.

hich convective motion feeds branches lagging behind until
hey reach the leading branches. El According to the authors,
his mechanism inhibits competition, leading to a uniform front
ather than a hierarchy of branch sizes as seen in horizon-
al cells. Since convection is everywhere absent except near
he growing dendrite tips, this regime is called local convec-
ion in contrast to global convection as observed in horizontal
ells.

To illustrate the previous discussion, Fig. 2 shows Schlieren
mages (see Section 2 below) of dendrites growing from the
athode towards the anode (dark grey pixels) wrapped with con-
entration fronts (bright pixels). Fig. 2a corresponds to a cell in
he vertical position (the plane of the growth is parallel to gravity
s indicated in the figure) when the cathode is above the anode.
ere, dendrites grow as a uniform front. Fig. 2b and c corre-

pond to cells in the horizontal position (the plane of the growth
s normal to gravity) in which dendrites grow as a rather uniform
ront (Fig. 2b) and with a hierarchy of branch sizes (Fig. 2c),
espectively. While a uniform front is the exception in horizontal
ells, it is the rule in vertical cells when the cathode is above the

node.

Since the pioneering work of Chazalviel [3] (see also [4]),
onsiderable effort has been dedicated to predict ECD phenom-

4
c
c

ig. 2. Schlieren images of ECD in a cell of 10 mm × 25 mm × 0.5 mm containing Zn
o gravity), 0.1 M, I = 7.5 mA, t = 150 s; (b) cell in the horizontal position (the plane o
= 220 s and (c) cell in the horizontal position, 0.025 M, I = 7 mA, t = 120 s.
a Acta 53 (2007) 133–140

na in cells in the horizontal position, with theoretical models
nd numerical simulation. In the majority of these models a
inary electrolyte, fixed electrodes and potentiostatic condi-
ions were assumed. Experimental evidence indicates that more
ealistic modelling should take into account proton migratory
ronts [10–19,24,31], a reasonable growth law and boundary
onditions for galvanostatic regimes. An effort in these direc-
ions were the works in [6], [13] and [20], where 1D and
D ECD models, with cells in the horizontal position, with
linear growth law or with three ion electrolytes under con-

tant voltage and steady state regimes were presented. The
inear growth law was based upon the experimental evidence
f several researchers showing that in many cases the deposit
rowth speed is equal or similar to the anion drift speed in
he relatively unperturbed solution ahead of the growing tip
see for instance, [6]) and in the assumption of dense branched
orphology.
In particular, a simplified 1D macroscopic model for an ECD

xperiment in an horizontal cell taking into account a three-ion
lectrolyte and a realistic aggregation model was introduced in
36]. The model revealed new insights of the fronts interaction
nd time scaling, but it was limited because of the need for
eglecting convective effects in cells in the horizontal position.
n a very recent work, [37] experimental measurements of ECD
n cells in the vertical position and a 3D macroscopic model were
resented. The study particularly addressed the problem of local
nd global convection when the cathode was above or below the
node, respectively. The model revealed useful insights but did
ot consider protons nor dendrite growth.

From the results presented in [37], it was possible to infer
hat for cells in the vertical position with the cathode above the
node, the absence of global convection and dense branched
orphology, justified a simple 1D modelling. Thus, the aim of

his paper is to extend the works in [24], [36] and [37], presenting
ew experimental measurements of ECD in cells in a vertical
osition with the cathode above the anode and a 1D theoretical
odel describing many aspects of those experiments.
The plan of the paper is the following. In Section 2, the

xperimental setup is presented. Section 3 describes the phe-
presents a theoretical analysis and Section 5 numeri-
al results and discussion. The last Section 6 draws some
onclusions.

SO4 solutions: (a) cell in the vertical position (the plane of the growth is parallel
f the growth is normal to gravity), 0.1 M with 20% glycerol added, I = 10 mA,
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Figs. 5 and 6 show the time evolution of the pH and deposit
fronts, respectively, for different applied electric currents (2.5,
5.0, 7.5 y 10 mA), in a 0.5 mm thickness cell. Both fronts scale
linearly with time showing a migration controlled ion transport.

Fig. 3. Space time evolution of the ion transport modes in a vertical cell. The
top figure shows the deposit front (dark pixels with vertical strips at the left),
G. González et al. / Electroc

. Experimental setup

Fig. 1 shows a typical cell in a vertical position used in ECD
xperiments. Here, the vertical plane or zy plane contains the
lectrodes and the growing dendrites (the cathode–anode dis-
ance is measured along the y axis). The cell consists of a thin
ayer of unsupported electrolyte confined between two paral-
el glass plates; cell thickness was usually 0.5, but sometimes
.0 mm was employed to improve front observation. The elec-
rolyte solution was 0.1–1.0 M CuSO4 with the addition of 1 mM

2SO4 in order to have the indicator employed (see below) in
ts acid form initially. To increase viscosity, for some experi-

ents, a solution with a glycerol addition of 30% in weight was
mployed. Both electrodes were copper plates.

The Schlieren method was used to observe electrolyte con-
entration gradients. The optical setup is similar to that described
n [31]. Light from a bright light-emitting diode is passed
hrough a 1 mm pinhole and collimated. After it passes through
he cell, the beam is refocused by the lens L2 (Fig. 2). A knife
dge K positioned parallel to the electrodes in the focal plane of
2 blocks half of the light there. The Schlieren image is viewed
ith a charge-coupled device (CCD) video camera with a 50 mm

/1.4 camera lens mounted beyond the knife edge. A Navitar
ong working distance microscope was used. Video images were
igitized and saved to disk at up to 10 frames/s with a spatial res-
lution of up to 25 �m/pixel. A public domain software package
mage [41] was used for image capturing and processing.

For studying pH fronts, light absortion techniques were used.
hey consist in employing the experimental setup previously
escribed, removing the knife edge K and adding a pH indicator
Bromocresol Green, pH range 3.8–5.4) in a final concentration
f 3.6 × 10−4 M. This indicator has a yellow color for pH less
han 3.8 (λmax = 440 nm) changing to blue (λmax = 615.5 nm) at
H 5.4. The diode was chosen with a wavelength yielding max-
mum contrast, based upon the absortion spectra of the solution
mployed, with the indicator at different pH values.

. The phenomenological model and experimental
esults

Here, we present a simplified version of the phenomenolog-
cal model of ECD in a vertical cell with the cathode above the
node (a full description is given in [37]). When the circuit is
losed, the copper metal anode dissolves yielding Cu2+ ions and
t the cathode the opposite reaction takes place. In the relatively
oncentrated solutions employed, transition metal ions such as
u2+ undergo hydrolysis reactions:

u(H2O)6
2+ → Cu(H2O)5OH+ + H+ (1)

s it is well known, transition metal solutions have an acidic
H. In the case of CuSO4, a 0.1 M solution should have a pH of
bout 4.5 (calculated using an speciation program such as Visual

inteq [42]). When concentration increases at the anode due to
etal dissolution and anion accumulation, the H+ concentration

hould increase, producing a proton migration wave, termed pH
ront, which causes the Hecker effect [10].

w
g
f
p
T
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Assuming, as previously discussed, that ion transport is solely
overned by diffusion and migration and a dense branched mor-
hology, when the circuit is closed, two concentration fronts
merge from each electrode advancing in opposite directions.

Concomitantly, the deposit front advances towards the anode
ith a velocity proportional to the anion mobility times the elec-

ric field and a pH front emanating from the anode moves towards
he cathode with a velocity proportional to the proton mobility
imes the electric

The point of intersection between the pH and the deposit
ronts reveals the Hecker effect [10] that induces a change in the
eposit growth rate (associated with a morphology change). The
gure also reveals the second transition in the deposit growth rate
hen the deposit meets the anodic concentration front. At the
ottom of Fig. 3, a snapshot at 160 s of a top view of a portion
f the cell is presented.

Comparing Fig. 3 with a similar figure obtained in [24]
Fig. 9) for a cell in an horizontal position, we note the differ-
nces: the absence of global convection due to buoyancy effects
absence of gravitoconvective rolls) and a retardation in fronts
peeds in the case of the vertical cell.

Fig. 4 shows absortion intensity measurements of deposit and
H concentration fronts as a function of position in the cell, for
ifferent times (before and after the onset of growth). The pixel
ntensity changes sharply in small regions close to the deposit
ront; the position of these changes are taken as the locations of
he deposit front.
rapped with the cathodic concentration front (bright pixels), the pH front (light
rey pixels at the bottom where the dotted line emphasize the border of the pH
ront) and the anodic concentration front (dark pixels at the far right). The bottom
icture shows a snapshot of the cell (dendrites and concentration fronts) at 160 s.
his experiment was conducted in a cell with d = 1.00 mm under I = 10mA.
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Fig. 4. Schlieren pixel intensity of deposit and pH concentration fronts as a
function of position in the cell, for different times (before and after the onset of
growth). Images at 0, 40, 50 and 100 s with 10 mA, in a 0.5 mm thickness cell.

Fig. 5. pH space time evolution for 2.5, 5.0, 7.5 and 10 mA.

Fig. 6. Deposit front space time evolution for 2.5, 5.0, 7.5 and 10 mA.

Fig. 7. pH front slope as a function of the initial electric field. The straight line
is a linear fit.
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ig. 8. Deposit front slope as a function of the initial electric field and its linear
t.

Figs. 7 and 8 show the corresponding pH and deposit fronts
lopes as a function of the initial electric field and a straight
inear fit superimposed.

Assuming that the deposit front velocity is given by v = �A
, where v is the deposit front velocity, �a is the anion mobility
nd E the electric field, from the straight lines from Figs. 7 and 8
e obtain: μH = 1.1 × 10−3 cm2 V−1 s−1, and μSO4 = 2.6 ×
0−4 cm2 V−1 s−1. These magnitudes are slightly smaller than
nfinite dilution mobilities (μH = 3.6 × 10−3 cm2 V−1 s−1 and

SO4 = 8.5 × 10−4 cm2 V−1 s−1), as expected. We note that in
xperiments without pH indicator, we obtained a value of
SO4 = 2.8 × 10−4 cm2 V−1 s−1, thus showing that there is no

ignificant difference with or without pH indicator for deposit
ront evolution.

. Theoretical analysis

In Section 3, we presented a phenomenological 1D macro-

copic ECD model for a three ion electrolyte with a cell in the
ertical position and the cathode above the anode. It was shown
here that global convection was totally suppressed. Accord-
ngly, the phenomenological model can be described in one
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imension using the Nernst–Planck equations for ion transport
38–40] and the Poisson equation for the electric potential. This
s combined with an aggregation model describing the advance
f the deposit. Here, we assume, following [6] that the deposit
ront advances with velocity equal to the anion mobility times the
lectric field, which is consistent with a densely branched mor-
hology. Morphology transitions can only occur when incoming
ronts collide with the deposit front: in the present model, their
pace location can be predicted, tracking ion concentration fronts
nd their collision with the deposit front. This is allowed because
f the absence of global convection. The one dimensional sys-
em of equations in dimensionless form can be written as (see
ig. 1 for the reference frame)

∂Ci

∂t
= −∇ · ji (2)

i = −MiCi∇φ − 1

Pei

∇Ci (3)

2φ = Po
∑

i

ziCi (4)

ere, φ is the dimensionless electrostatic potential, Ci and ji are
he dimensionless concentration and flux of the ionic species i,
here i = C, A and H, standing for Cu2+, SO4

2− and H+ ions,
espectively. Hydrogen ions are present due to either H2SO4
ddition or to the hydrolysis of the salt cation (Eq. (1)); as said
reviously, acid is added in order to bring the indicator fully
o its acid form. The CuOH+ ions produced in the hydroly-
is having a lower concentration (about 2 × 10−5 M in a 0.1 M
uSO4 solution) and roughly half the mobility than Cu2+, will
e neglected.

The quantities Mi = μiφ0/x0u0, Pei = x0u0/Di, and
o = x0

2C0e/εφ0, stand for the dimensionless numbers
igration, Peclet, and Electric Poisson, respectively (see

etails in [37]). The quantities zi, μi, and Di are respectively
he charge number, mobility and diffusion coefficient of an
onic species i; μi and zi are signed quantities, being positive
or cations and negative for anions; e is the electronic charge,
nd ε is the permittivity of the medium. x0, u0, φ0, and C0, are
eference values of the length, velocity, electrostatic potential,
nd concentration, respectively (later discussed).

Under a constant current ECD simulation, the boundary con-
itions for the cathode and the deposit (y = y0, where y0 is the
eposit front position; in the absence of deposit y0 = 0), following
36] are:

(y0) = kT

zeφ0
ln(CC(y0, t)) (5)

∂CC

∂y

∣∣∣∣
y0

= 0 (6)

∣

∂CH

∂y

∣∣∣
y0

= 0 (7)

A(y0) = 0 (8)

m
d
v
c

a Acta 53 (2007) 133–140 137

here jC is the cation flux, and J is the current density. The
oundary conditions for the anode (y = 1) are:

(1) = J

1∫

0

dy∑
iziCiμi

(9)

C(1) = θJ

zCe
(10)

H (1) = (1 − θ)J

zHe
(11)

A(1) = 0 (12)

here θ is a parameter varying between 0 and 1, its meaning
ater explained, and in Eq. (8), the cell resistivity is assumed
o be of migratory nature, thus neglecting diffusion effects in
alculating the total voltage drop in the cell.

As discussed in Section 1, the high concentration of metal
ations generated by anode dissolution causes a local acidifica-
ion due to a reaction described in Eq. (1), which is expected to
e much faster than the transport processes. From the equilib-
ium constant and appropriate activity coefficients, the local H+

oncentration could be computed. However, as discussed below,
ue to numerical constraints we are forced to use values for
he dimensionless numbers which correspond to concentrations
onsiderably lower than typical experimental values. Because
f this, and also because we are mainly interested in the study
f front evolution, a parameter θ is introduced in Eqs. (9) and
10) to simulate the presence of protons in the vicinity of the
node. θ is taken as the fraction of the anodic charge effectively
esulting in the introduction of metal cations (θ represents the
raction of current spent in generating metal cations). Thus, θ = 1
eans that only Cu2+ cations are produced (so that no anodic

roton wave will be present), whereas θ = 0, corresponds to the
hypothetical) case where only H+ ions appear at the anode.
or convenience, a second parameter θ0 representing the initial
ation concentration in the cell is introduced. Clearly, θ0 is used
o specify the initial CuSO4/H2SO4 ratio: θ0 is the fraction of
uSO4 and (1–θ0) is the fraction of H2SO4. Thus, at t = 0, the
imensionless anion concentration CA is uniform and equal to 1,
he Cu2+ concentration CC is equal to θ0 and the H+ concentra-
ion CH equals 2(1–θ0). Also, at t = 0 the electrostatic potential
s a ramp function between the cathode (ϕ = 0) and the anode
ϕ = 1).

Typical experimental values of the dimensionless numbers
n a cell with L = 1.5 cm, d = 0.05 cm, C = 0.1 M and I = 10 mA,
esult in: MC = 0.66, MA = 1.0, MH = 4.4, PeC = 18, PeA = 12,
eH = 2.7, Po = 18 × 108 (the reference values used here were:
0 = d and u0 = μAE0 = μAφ0/x0 [35]). The range of values of
he dimensionless numbers reflects the disparity of scales of
he processes involved in ECD [37] yielding a stiff numerical
roblem.

The one dimensional system is solved, for each time step in a

oving domain on a two dimensional uniform lattice using finite

ifferences and deterministic relaxation techniques, under gal-
anostatic conditions. As shown in [36], in the case of a moving
athode, in each time step, given the voltage V at the bound-
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ries, ion concentrations and the potential are calculated inside
he cell; the front is then advanced with a velocity proportional
o the anion mobility times the electric field. For advancing the
ront, in [36], an empirical functional relation between the front
elocity and the electric field is imposed, in which the mobil-
ty is considered constant and the electric field is calculated at
ach time step, as the average of the local electric field in front
f the deposit. This value emerges, at each time step, from the
umerical solution of the complete system of equations. In the
imulation of a galvanostatic experiment, in each time step, given
he electric current density J, the global voltage drop is computed
hrough Ohm’s law using the migratory cell resistance Eq. (8).
he calculated voltage is used as a boundary condition and the
alculation proceeds as in the potentiostatic case (see [36] for
etails), except for the remaining boundary conditions that now
ust satisfy Eqs. (5)–(12).

. Numerical results and discussion

Here, we present numerical simulations with the aim of
escribing ECD experiments in a vertical cell. The ECD exper-
ments from Fig. 3 are mimicked with a ternary electrolyte
nd moving boundaries (dense branched morphology assump-
ion) under galvanostatic conditions. The disparity of scales
f the processes being simulated precludes the use of some
f the real dimensionless numbers; in particular, the value
f the Poisson number employed in the simulations (Po = 50)

iffer considerably from those found in typical experiments.
he computational model is written in the C language and

mplemented on a Pentium class computer. All the results are
lotted in dimensionless form. The initial and boundary con-

j
f
f
a

ig. 10. Simulated cationic and anionic concentrations, pH fronts and potential, at di
ertical cell: deposit and cathodic concentration fronts coinciding, both emerging
rom the left, the pH front (straight line) and the anodic concentration front
curved) emerging from the right (I = 10 mA).

itions for the protons are mimicked with the values θ0 = 0.99
proton production at the anode is considered negligible in com-
arison with the acid already present), and the deposit front
s advanced proportional to the electric field times the anion

obility.
Fig. 9 shows simulated deposit and pH front trajectories under

alvanostatic conditions (the characterization of the proton tra-
ectory has been obtained numerically as follows: a time stack

ormed with the successive values of the proton concentration
or different time steps results in a space time surface CH(y, t),
particular contour of which is plotted in the figure).

fferent times in lexicographic ordering (t = 10, 30, 60 and 100, I = 10 mA).
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ig. 11. Simulated pH front space time evolution for 2.5, 5.0, 7.5 and 10 mA.

As observed in the figure, the deposit front reaches the proton
epletion front at about t = 80 at a position y ≈ 0.3, in reasonable
greement with the experimental results of Fig. 5 (y ≈ 0.35). In
ur model, no change in the velocity of the front is observed in
ts encounter with the protonic front.

The deposit front speed is simulated as the experimental mea-
ure of the anion mobility times the average electric field in front
f the deposit. The use of an averaged field approximation to sim-
late the deposit front speed appears to be reasonable, since this
rajectory limits the evolution of a depletion zone with a high
otential drop concentrated in a small spatial range.

Fig. 10 shows the potential and concentration profiles at dif-
erent times predicted by our 1D model. Initially, there is a
niform ion concentration (cations and ions). As time evolves,
wo concentration fronts emerge from each electrode advanc-
ng in opposite directions, a deposit front advances towards the
node with a velocity proportional to the anion mobility times
he electric field, and a high pH front (that is, a depletion of H+

ons) emanating from the anode moves towards the cathode with

speed of a migration front. Cation and anion concentrations

re in qualitative agreement with the experimental profiles of
ig. 4.

ig. 12. Simulated deposit front space time evolution for 2.5, 5.0, 7.5 and 10 mA.
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ig. 13. Experimental and simulated voltages at constant I (2.5 and 10 mA).

Figs. 11 and 12 show the time evolution of the simulated
H and deposit fronts, respectively, for different applied electric
urrents (I = 2.5, 5.0, 7.5 and 10 mA). As seen in the figures, both
ronts scale linearly with time showing a migration controlled
on transport, in excellent agreement with the experimental evi-
ence shown in Figs. 5 and 6.

Fig. 13 shows the time evolution of simulated and experimen-
al voltages for constant currents (2.5 and 10 mA). These results
emonstrate that, although being a crude one-dimensional
pproximation, the theoretical model presented here captures
he essence of the ECD.

. Conclusions

We described conditions in a vertical cell with the cathode
bove the anode in which global convection is eliminated and
dense branched morphology with a smooth front is obtained.

t is shown that these conditions allow a simplified theoreti-
al modeling notably simplifying the complex analysis of the
roblem. We reported experimental measurements for ECD
n a cell in the vertical position with the cathode above the
node and in the presence of dense branched morphology show-
ng that the pH and deposit fronts are migratory controlled.

e discussed a 1D theoretical model describing a three ion
ransport with an aggregation model. The theoretical model pre-
icts, ionic concentration profiles, electric field variations and
eposit growth speed that are in good agreement with experi-
ents; moreover, the evolution and collision of the deposit and

roton fronts reveal a time scaling close to those observed in
xperiments.
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